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THURSDAY, JULY 12, 2001
9:00 A.M.-12 NOON
SESSION REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST AT 8:30 A.M.
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If you do not have Internet access, please complete and fax the registration form below to (202) 484-9258.

NAME: ________________________________

TITLE: ________________________________

COMPANY: ____________________________

ADDRESS: ____________________________

CITY: __________________ STATE: _______ ZIP: _______

PHONE: __________________ FAX: ____________
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☐ Special Needs

Space Limitations: Space is limited, and registrations will be accepted on a first-come, first-served basis. Please be sure to register online or by fax by Monday, July 9, 2001.

Directions to the Hotel: The Capital Hilton, 1001 16th Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036. Tel: (202) 393-1000. Located at 16th and K Streets, N.W., near Farragut North, Farragut West and McPherson Square Metro stations.

Questions: For questions concerning conference logistics, please call Roland Edwards, senior public affairs coordinator, at (202) 484-4514.
Wall Street Comes to Washington

Market Watchers and Policy Analysts Evaluate the Health Care System
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9:00 A.M.-12 Noon
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1001 16th Street, N.W.
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Associate Director
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Geoffrey E. Harris
Managing Director
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Robert Reischauer
President
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Moderator
Paul B. Ginsburg
President
Center for Studying Health System Change
The sixth annual “Wall Street Comes to Washington” roundtable, hosted by the Center for Studying Health System Change (HSC), promises to provide diverse perspectives on recent health care trends and related policy implications. HSC will bring together leading bond and equity analysts with a thorough understanding of market conditions affecting managed care plans, hospitals, physician organizations and other health care companies. In addition, HSC has invited top-level policy experts to discuss what the latest market trends mean for national health policy.

Panelists will talk about new legislative and regulatory actions and debate broad health care trends, including the outlook for insurance premiums and how employers and plans are responding to rising medical costs.

By bridging the worlds of Wall Street and Washington, HSC hopes to provide a richer understanding of how health care markets work and insights into the interactions between public and private markets. Joy Grossman, HSC associate director, will draw on findings from HSC’s recently completed third round of site visits to 12 nationally representative communities to challenge or support Wall Street analysts’ views of market trends. The roundtable will allow ample time for questions and answers.

**Topics to Be Covered Include:**

**Managed Care.** What implications does the retreat from managed care have for medical costs and premium trends? How much will plan premiums rise in 2002, and how will employers and public purchasers respond? What kinds of new products are health plans developing to respond to rising costs and purchasers’ increasing intolerance of premium increases? Will defined-contribution approaches to health benefits pick up steam as the economy slows?

**Hospitals and Physicians.** As the economic clout of hospitals and specialists grows, what are the implications? Is there evidence of a return to a medical arms race mentality? How prevalent are capacity constraints in hospitals, and how are hospitals responding? How might the nursing shortage affect hospitals? Are quality efforts such as the Leapfrog Group’s having an effect on hospitals? What is
the impact of the 1996 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act’s administrative simplification and privacy standards?

**Pharmaceuticals.** What is the response to tiering of pharmaceutical copayments? Are there other innovations in the wings to control pharmaceutical costs? Will these be applied to contain the costs of other services as well? Will FDA regulations governing direct-to-consumer advertising be modified? What are the short- and long-term prospects for generics to gain more of a foothold in the U.S. market? Will plan efforts to shift some prescription drugs to over-the-counter status be successful? How will the industry react to different policy proposals to expand Medicare outpatient prescription drug coverage?

**Other Policy Topics.** How much damage has turmoil in Medicare+Choice had on policy maker and beneficiary support? What would it take to turn around and expand the current program? Under a Medicare reform scenario relying on competition, who would the industry winners and losers be? How likely would the uninsured be to take advantage of stand-alone tax credits? How might plans react to efforts to make tax credits more effective—such as purchasing pools or community rating—that address risk selection issues? How might tax credits affect the individual and small group insurance markets?

---

**About HSC**

The Center for Studying Health System Change—an independent, nonpartisan policy research organization funded solely by The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation—provides objective, timely analyses about changes in the nation’s health care system and the impact on consumers. HSC, based in Washington, D.C., is affiliated with Mathematica Policy Research, Inc.